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            Theoretical Treatise on the " Lightning Stroke "

                       Tokichi TsuJi* and Masao KiDo*

              ' (Received January 31, 1955)

        Lightning phenomena have been studied theoretically by various authorities for a

     Iong time. Bewley's study was one of the most famous and the most excellent of all,

    but his ana!ysis for the Iightning phenomena could not give rigorous interpretations by

    the direct application of the theoretical results already gained.

        The present report dea!s with lightning problems by a newly established analytical

     method, which is quite different from those a!ready published. By our own method we

     can discuss the phenomena more exactly and systematically.

                                  Introduction

    Let us consider the direct stroke to the ground at first. In practical cases, it is a few

times that the lightning strikes the ground directly, and many times it strikes the things

on the ground, for example, lightning rod, transmission line tower and so on.,

    However we will research the direct stroke to the ground as the basis of our theory,

in which we will study the stroke to the tower and the lightning rod later. In other words,

it can be said that our present report is the basic theory of the lightning phenomena.

                 Chapter I. Theory for the Lightning Stroke

g1. General Differential Equations

    To obtain fundamental differential equations for the lightning stroke we make a start

from following assumptions.

(1) The lightning bolt is assumed to be a "simple vertical cylinder?'.i)

(2) The vertical cylinder has a definite diameter. .
(3) The ground surface is in zero potential, because the resistance of the ground is very

smaller than that of the space except the lightning belt.

(4) The leakage of the stroke is neglected in the interests of mathematical simplicity.

(5) The branching of the stroke is ignored.
                                                            rn    Now, we take points Aand B, as shown in Fig. ::
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1. 1, have height, x and x+ du, from the ground

surface, respectively. "r" and "l" denote the re-

sistance and inductance of the vertical cylinder per

unit length at A, respectively. We assume that the

positive direction of x is the same as the increase

of potential E. Then we shall have the equation,

                 3TiE---i2{1+ri', (m)
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due to application of the law of induction to points A, B and ground surface C.

    Next, according to the above-mentioned assumptions we must recognize the perfect

conducting ground which is statically in zero potential. Therefore, the condition of

current continuity on the conductor requires

                                                                  '
                                   ol aE
                                   b-x = Co-/ ･ (1. 2)

(1. 1) and (1. 2) are general equations whose solutions, subject to ･the boundary conditions,

yield the explicit equations of the lightning transients. "c" and "l" in these equations,

which denote the capacitance and inductance per unit length at the point x above

ground respectively, must be functions of x. It must be said that some authorities')2)3)

discussed l and c as constants with mistakes. As we shall see, l and c of the vertical

conductor are of much important, but it is very diMcult to know th6se values very exactly.

(i) Capacitance (c)

    We shall, for convenience sake, calculate the value of c by making use of the formula,

which gives the rigorous value of the whole capacitance of the vertical cylinder and

is acknowledged as both theoretically and experimentally

exact.

    Origin of the coordinate is taken at the intersection of

the ground level and a center line of the vertical conductor
                                                     '
as illustrated in Fig. 1. 2, then the conductor and the ground i
surface may be taken as equivalent to itself･ afid its image. St""""

The whole capacitance " C " of the conductor may be found,

                                                                i

              c.. XX IO -; , a= vi Jiirp, (1. 3) i

                   18 1og -i i
where x>p, 6=tO.

    A diameter of the lightning bolt, that is a vertical cylinder, must

values, but is believed to be about 6cm, very ' small in compared with

bolt. The value of C, when the height x of the vertical cylindef

neglegible small in comparison with the value of C when x is very

capacitance c at the height of x per unit length must be functions of

                               C = S:erysmall).aCdu'

and

                                        dC
                                     c cr -du--.

Making use of equation (11 3), we find

                            (log i-1) ×lo-g

                         C = ls(log -x)2 farads/meter.
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This equation denotes approximate equality, when x>a. We can.prove' equation (1.4)

without appreciable errors, by assuming that the charge density changes with height x.

(ii) Inductance (l)

    Considering the conduction current to be at the periphery of the bolt, the return path

is that of the displacement current in the electrostatic field, which is rectangular as

indicated in Fig. 1.3. And the inductance of the vertical cylinder contfibuted by the

superimposed fields of the conduction and displacement cur-

                                                              --- -L -. t- rr .N-rents is well known formula,2)3)

                                   '
               L == 2X (10g ,/t-,' p) ×10-7･

From equation (1. 3), this becomes
                                        '

               Lor 2x (log -:-)×10-'. (1. 5) LL-:

Therefore, the value of L, when the height x of the vertical

cylinder is very small, is small enough compared with the value

large, and the inductance l at the height x per unit length must be

                               L = S:ery sman4aldX'

and
                                     l=`tdx'

Differentiating equation (1. 5) with respect to x, results

         , ' l=t2(log Z+1)×10-7 henries/meter.

Curves for c and l have been plottted in Fig. 1. 4.

    Calculating the product of l and c, if a =i/"lifip, we get

                         lc == (i,Oi,.-Xg /Zi,1 ×lo-i6 ,.. iog-i6 ,

                               1
                          V = i/i71t =t Velocity of light.

Thus it is seen that traveling waves on the lightning bolt travel

And it illustrates the exactness of equations (1.4) and (1,6),

fact identifies the general law of the electromagnetic wave, in the

 (iii) Resistance (r)

    The resistance per unit length must be constant inspite of

of the lightning bolt is assumed to be definite. A numerical

be from O.5 to'5 ohms per meter.2)`)

      d, V-      dll      ll1      1'}      :l/ ;
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   Fig. 1. 3

of L when x is very

functions of x.

(1. 6)

                  (1. ,7)

  at the velocity of light.

that the above-mentioned

   region o'f x>a.

height x, because a radius

 value of r is believed to
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g2. Solution of General Differential Equations

   It is very dithcult to determine the distribution of potential and current along the

vertical conductor ,by solving differential equations (1. 1) and (1. 2) for the capacitance

and inductance already obtained in g1. Then we assume that the next relationships exist,

                                                     '                              irTtilll{.g.Xg',..,,,] (i'8)

                                      '
because there is not much changes in the inductance for values of large x. But we can

t
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     '
meet the curve of c expr6ssed by (1.8) with the plotted curve as shown in Fig. 1,4 by

selecti･ng suitable constants of co and l. '
    This assurnption shall bring us the details of the "Ripples" that previous theory

could not conclude in the wave front analysis of lightning waves. Examinations of the

cathode-ray oscillo-grams of traveling waves caused by lightning, even if the waves

were not multilated by fiashover or modified by reflections, disclosed that the most of them

were oscillatory and complicated from the wave front to the wavg crest, for example

illustrated in Fig. 1. 5.

    In fact, we shall, by our own way, analysis the "RippieS" of the lightning wave

and determine the oscillation period, distortion constant and etc. '

    Transforming equations (1.i), (1;2)
                                                                     FlicrosEc･ends
and (1. 8), the fundamental relationships are
                                             t4oo
described as follows:

           ldulididu-e,-,.-i,l,s-:.r,),z,･l (,g) l-ll,Oolloii

:.h.e',e,h,Eig"l.Og)t"-h,OJ.,:.;:l,O)t'.=O' ,,,:`,O,Oi4,s

                                            Fig.
               y= s-atx, (1. 10)

and eliminating i from equation (1. 9), there results

                           tdy2e,.,.;lrtde-.C-.oi-(ls+r)S

the solution to which is

                                     dim
                           e = Bil6(6ei-) -B2K6(6e

                          6 == 2/, of' Vs(s+f) ,

where Bi and B2 are constants to be determined from

Kh are modified Bessel and Neurnann functions, respectively.

    Suppose that the lightning strikes the earth surface

applied at x=h is F(t) or f(s) in Heaviside function.

                               B,4(e) = B,K6(6).

Herefrom the integration constants are

                      B, .. K6(6) ･f(s) .. ,
                          4(6e-Lii-)･K6(6)-lh(6)･Kl,(6s-L2')

                     B, ,. .. 4(6)-f(S) .. ,
                          %(6e'7)･K6(6)-%(e)･K6(6e-'2r)

s te rs

-.N

l

 ZV IS
'. . irMT-r-.
       je js "o

       t
       k.

       E
        x

1.5 Typical natural lightning wave

Bessel's equation of the first order,

 =O, (1. 11)

 -e'), (1. 12)
                           (1. 13)

  the boundary conditions, and 4,

     and the voltage of the cloud

   Then

s
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 and the distribution

               e ==

Simi!arly,

               i=

For the grounded

             .             Zx==o ==

Equations (1. 14),

bolt or vertical

    In previous

will change these

practically useful.

K6 to equations

formation in

    Suitable

where 6 satisfies the

As an example, take

         co = 10 pt.pt.

then

Thus, we can not

(L 15) and (1. 16)

general solutions of

application of this

    However, if s

         ' T. Tsun and M. KiDo

of the voltage on the lightning bolt

     atx ctx4(6s--2J)･K6(6)-4(e)･Kb(ee--ii-)

     atk dilt4(ee--2-)･K6(e)-%(e)･Kl,(6e"-2-)

          '      dix tu"-evee-L2J 4(ee-7)･K6(6)+4(e)･K(6s{

   is

･f(s)

   --
wrltten

.

 tum
-i- )

  2(IS+r) 4(6,"ct-2h).K6(6)-4(e.Kb(6e-!3hL)

point, putting x =O in (1. 15), we get

                  --a･f(s)

                     dih tuh       2(ls+r){4(es-Li-)･K6(e)-4(e)･K6(6e-i-)}

    (1. 15) and (1. 16) show that lightning waves travel

   cylinder from the cloud to the earth. '

    Chapter IL Wave Front of the Lightning

    chapter, we established the basis of our lightning

      formulas, that is (1.14) (1.15) (1.16), into

      We will apply the first term of the asymptotic

   (1. 14), (1. 15) and (1. 16), in according to the

operational ca!culus.

asymptotic expansions are

    l6 (6) = ' .x;6.e' {1- i46! 2(-sel) + (4a2 i- !1()s(e4)6,2 "3) - ......}

    Kb(e)=:･vtt/il･e-g{i+,`.92,g-,i,+(`62,-.l,)SfB);ff'3) ......}

       relationship,

                e = 2/.CTt Vs(s+f) > i.

                          '

       farads/meter, l=2.5pa henries/meter, a

                   2/c,l/a = 2×10'5 .

     apply the above-mentioned asymptotic expansions

      except the domain in which s is large enough

        such transient phenomena will not be red'uced
                                  .     method.

     tends to the neighbourhood of infinitY, it may

           IS(e) = ,/;;6, Kb(e).= ･vl･2-'6･e-6.

   '

                (1. 14)

]rf(s) . (1. 15)

･ ･ (1. 16)

     along the lightning

Wave
     stroke theory. We

 other forms which are

 ' expansions of 4 and

diMculty of direct trans-

     '
                 (2. 1)

+
       '

                 (2. 2)

             '

= 5×10'`/meter,

    to equations (1. 14),

      and consequently

      by means of the

be taken the form,

                 (2. 3)
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That is to say, we are able to discuss the physical characteristics of the wave front

traveling along the vertical conductor by substituting (2. 3) in (1. 4), (1. 15) and (1. 16).

Let us consider and explain the wave front of lightning waves in this chapteic.

gl. Velocity of Propagation of the Wave Front ,
    It was already described that the lightning wave propagates towards the earth surface

from the cloud along the vertical cylinder or the lightning bolt. Firstly we shall calcu-

late the velocity of propagation.

                                                                  '    Substitute in equations (1. 4) and (1. 5), we have finally,

       '                     efr,.t =fe-!:-(h-X)-(e'-e)6, (2. 4)

    . ifr..t ==f,Veoel-diX.,vt Sr .e-LI:-(h-X)-(e'-e)g, (2. s)

                                       s+7

                                                                   'in which
                          .                                   dix atk                                                                           (2. 6)                           e = 1- e- ni-, 0t == 1- sm -27..

From these equations an interesting result is drawn: a traveling wave will reach the

point x at time

    ' t=21/aCol(e-ol-2X-e-tu-2h). '' (2･7)

Now, representing the velocity of propagation to be v, there results '

                                    11                             V=: i/lc,e"eeX= vilc.' ' (2･ 8)

The traveling wave along the vertical conductor will propagate from the cloud to the

earth with the velocity given by equation (2.8). "cx" is the capacitance per unit length

at heigh x above the ground level, in equation (2. 8).

g2. Wave Front Impedanee, Zfront

    From equations (1. 14) and (1. 15), impedance "Z" becomes,

                                    tum dix                z=-2.(,il+-4.)･ift[ll-ill/i),ij.K,6[li-.ft[liiilil(,IZItll'ihi].

Expanding asymptotically, we obtain, '

                Z= -- 2£iS,l,,r.-) [g:.l'l ig/tth+s-ie{(e-7pt`& --i)+ ･･････}+ ･･････] .

gBill;'A:iroiYnalTLtahicguiiu's,aStShUeieeinrgestuhitast S and 6 are iarge enough, according to the procedure

                 &ro"` =s.L.P.z,'ng...., 'ViS,ixr-, =:: 'vXii!,ltth = tV]Z , (2. g)

where &ront denotes the wave front impedance. ' '
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g3. Attenuation and Distortion of the Wave Front traveling along the Vertical

     Conductor

    As a traveling wave moves along the vertical conductor, it suffers various changes.

In order to know changes of the wave, transforming (2. 4) and (2. 5), there becomes

     e.fr.o:,t:.x:,).=.±.Ave-:':i;'le--/r',`;-:,l,2t-i,ile(-/r,;jll,,(/1'illiiV)!21ii,l,`l'),f;,}H(t-ti)},,,,,

in which
                          ti = 2'/'ZiiTl(e'di-2X-,-!:hL) ,

                               a
                         H(t- t,) =O, when t< t, ,
                                                                          (2. 11)
                                 =1, when t;}lti,

                             F(t) = ±A･H(t) .

    "ti" means the time in which a Wave of the cloud potential reaches the point whose

height is x above ground.

    Thus, it may be concluded that formu!as of the voltage and current distribution

along the lightning bolt have identical forms with the solution6) to the "telegraph

equation " having distribution constants L l and e, for mathematical expressions. On the

other hand, wave front ve!ocity or time of propagation and wave front impedance will

differ only from those in the telegraph equation. Eqations (2. 10) are the general formulas

representing distortions and attenuations of the wave front traveling along the vertical

conductor, however it must be remembered that solutions (2. 10) could not be rigorously

adapted to the phenomena in crest part and tail of the traveling wave.

    Making use of ti in equation (2.11), values at the tip of the wave become

                  , Et'(x,t,)=±Ae"f(h-X)-9ti, } .
                       Ilf(x, t,) =±A,vtCoel'diX.,-! -(h-x)-:i(l!.i (2･ 12)

Comparison of (2. 10) and (2. 12) shows us that attenuation and distortion of the wave

front are due to the factor

                                 -li!(h-x) +SS! ･

This attenuation factor does not appear in the lines with definite constants, but only in

the line with exponential taper, such as equivalent circuit representing lightning strokes.

   When a voltage wave approaching along a vertical conductor reaches the ground

level, it will be reflected backward as a negative wave along the same conductor, so that

the approaching wave being cancelled out. Therefore,

                        Efront (x, t) =O, EZf (x, G) :O.
                                         '
On the other hand, a current wave wil! give rise to
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               Ifr.., (x, t) == ±2A,Vi[l'i!o ･s'9ieh-i}Lt･%(-St i/t2-t3)･H(t- t,), (2. 13)

                                                                         '
               i:,(., t,) ., ±2A,v`7'o･e'fllh-blt, l ･ (2. i4)

                t2 = 2Vii57t(1-e-!;lhL) ,                      aj
                                                          '                                                    '
reflecting backward along the same conductor. But Ifrent (x, t) shows the value of the

tip of the current wave. These results will identify with those transformed directly from

solution (1. 16).

    At the present paragraph we dealt with newly established analysis to the wave front

of lightning surges, and in our conclusions, as a traveling wave moves along the vertical

conductor it suffers various changes:

    (a) the wave front decreases in magnitude or is attenuated,

    (b) the wave changes its shape, that is, becomes more elongated or smoothed out.

g4. Newly-redueed Formulas

    In 1930, Reinhold RUdenberg proposed that a condition at the tip of a lightning bolt

should be7)
                            .
                              I=2rreevV=5.56 vV, (2. 15)

where I and V denoted the current and voltage at.the tip of the lightning bolt, respec-

tively, and v was velocity of propagation of its tip. However in his discription many

mistakes were found, for examples;

    (1) he assumed a shape of its tip to be semi-spherical and didn't consider the other

        part,

    (2) effect of the earth was ignored,

    (3)･ a diameter of the spherical part was assumed to be so large that it cbuldn't be

        neglected in compared with the length of the bolt. '
    Next, we will reduce a formula in which above-mentioned errors are collected. From

(2. 8) and (2. 9), for e and i at the wave front,

                                  i=e. cx.v.

Herefrom

                                  I -- E･ cx･v, (2. 16)
    In foregoing analysiS, cx was regarded as the exponential change and the wave was

considered to be traveling along an already established conductor. But it is possible to

reduce the same equation with (2. 16), even if following assumptions are taken:

    (i) the lightning bolt is raising up with passage of time,

    (ii) value of cx is given by equation (i. 4),

    (iii) the shape of its tip is assumed to be semiLspherical.

    In this paragraph, we will introduce formulas redu,ced from above-mentioned assump-

tions by our own way. At first, let us consider a shape of the tip to be serni-spherical
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and the lightning bolt to be cylindrical. Capacitance of the lightning bolt per unit length

at h6ightx will be equal to that of the cylinder with the same length, as shown in Fig.

2. 1, because a radius of the lightning bolt is very smaller than the height of the light-

ning bolt. Therefore, the capacitance per unit length can be written, by the application

of oUr theory in Chapter I,

                            log Z-1

                       CX == ls (loag -: )2 × 10'9 farads/meter. , ･ (2. 17)

    V and I represent the voltage and current at the section whose height is x from the

earth, respectively, and v denotes the velocity of a lightning stroke. Then, charge dQ

stored in the part du becomes

                       d(?=cxVdu. (2. 18)
Assumed that the tip moves the part du during time dt,

                       dQ =Idt, (2. 19)
                       . v= [tlT. (2. 2o)

By (2. 17), (2. 18), (2. 19) and (2. 20), we obtain

                          (log X) -1

                                   ･vV×10"9 == v. cx.V.                      I==
                          18 (log i)2

Equation (2. 21) has the identical form with (2. 16), and is rewritten,

                                V =t･g(x)･.I.

These are relations at the tip of the lightning bolt, which

equation (2. 21), provided,

                           1
                     v=                        1/ lx Cx '

                         log i-1

                    CX= ls (log z),×10-9,

                    lx = 2(log -i;-+1) ×10r' ,

then, without appreciable errors,

                          v= [c] , velocity of light.

Thus we get finally

' i=[c]･cx'v=[clili.･

Fig. 2.1

(2. 21)

(2. 22)

were reduced by us. In

v ti
dt

x

   11im'imL.

   Fig. 2.2

(2. 23)
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    In foregoing analysis, ･we clarified the state of the wave front assuming that a

Wave of the cloud traveled along an already established conductor. However, we obtained

the same results even if it was assumed that the lightning bolt was going up to the

cloud with time, If the plarity of the
                                     .s
cloud is different, the same formulas
                                    XIO
will be reduced by assuming that the

lightning iscoming down from cloud q5

to earth. We shall propose the above-

mentioned formulas which will take

place of the Rttdenberg's formula. o.z

    Differences between RUdenberg's

formula and our formulas are illust-

rated in Fig. 2. 3. 0ur formulas are
                                    o.I
able to be used for discussion of the

phenomena generally except in the

neighbourhood of the ground level,

because a diameter of the lightning o tooQ
                                                          IOOO jOmOeOfet --,b 4
bolt is from O.04 meter to O.10 meter

by various surveys and researches. Fig. 2.3

          Chapter III. State in the Neighbourhood of the Steady State

                                (or Crest Value)

    We have already studied the state of the wave front in details, and we will examine

the state in the neighbourhood of the steady state or crest value in this chapter. In

order to explain the "Ripples", which we described in Chapter I, we shall research

fiuctuations of lightning waves chiefly.

gl. Wave Forms are oseillatory in the Neighbourhood of the Steady State

                                                                         atm    Rewritting solutions (1.14), (1.15) and (1.16) by making use of J,(1'6e-L7) and

Yo(1'6e-$'), we have

           . atx tux             , ,. h(i'es-i/)･ Y6(y'e) --A(re)･ Yo(ieehi'.) .f(,) ,

                 Jo ( 7'6 e-T) ･ Yo ( ]'6) -- Jb ( re) ･ Yo ( 1'6 e-i-)

                      ctx atx dix             i-'-Site+'-.g[fti.l'.iS,I-ll'.Y.e,i'i.f',;m:il(,lll',iY.:(,ifS,lnv.ei}'f(s)･ (3･i)

                                                    '           . af(s)           tx=o= tuh wh' ' ' n(ls+r){A(jge'"3i')･Yo(7'6)-h(1'e)･Y,(j'5e--i-)}

These operational equations can be solved by the Heaviside expansion theorem. For its

purpose, we must solve the following equation with respect to s or'e.

z

a#o,e4pt
a=eog'

a=o.o8-

- -

a--o.to

R 'denk '
r
s

rm"La

,

,
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                           dih cth              (is+r){k(7'ge-?' //Y/.( 2i)v-,2,(.f'/-.i)-.)' Io(7'ee-7)} ==O l (3. 2)

Putting in second factor of equation (3. 2),

                                  eh
                              j'efltll'l.==,¢>･,,l (3.3)

we have

                               ls+r=O,

or

                       16 (¢)' Yo(¢le) -' 16 (¢le)' Yo(¢) = O ･

According to McMahon's research, roots of the last equation are obtained as follows8),

                 ¢.=k"-rr1+'.s-#1+310sOle)(3lei7-milM/hH,(Eil/)2+･･････, (3.4)

                            k-1 Nk-11

in which positive roots are placed as the order of their magnitude. Therefore, we have

the roots of equation (3. 2) as follows,

                        s...-lt±eVirl2--¢nca,ik2,l (3. s)

                          So=-7. J
Applying the Heaviside expansion theorem to (3.1), and assuming thatapotential of

the cloud is of rectangular wave form with height (±A), the current to the ground is

given by

                        11t-:o=±A{-rk1+,,;,..em.Xp-Pt((,S)t)}, (3･6)

in which

         p'(s) = -Z-･fl,1 [(ls+ r){.16(i'ee-! hi)･y,(7'e) --.I6(i'6)･y,(7'ee-'tat2'e) }], (3. 7)

From equation (3. 6) it is evident that the value at the steady state is (kA/rk).

   Simi!arly, the voltage and current at the point x along the vertical conductor will

be written,

                     E " ±A{f +,,,pu.m. ,Qp',((S,)) 'exp (st)} ,

                                                                       (3. 8)
                      i == ±A {-,ih +,,,;-l.. llS} i(i,)) ･exp (st)} ,

where

                                   dix tux            Qi(S) = -:}(ls+r){.lb(7'6e'T)･Yo(re)-.16(1'e)･Y,(reebT)} ,

                         ctx dix tux            Q2(s) == -l;-je e-T { .ll(re e-Z')･ Y,(1'6) -J6( re)･ Y,(y'6 e--E-) } ,.
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At the steady state the current along the lightning bolt has a definite value "±A/hr",

while the potential is proportional to the height, namely ( i Ax/hr).

    From the above results it is obvious that E, L and 1le=o consist of the infinite sum

of exponential functions and will change exponentially with time as soon as the circuit

of the stroke has been made.

    If s is imaginary with negative real part,'the solution corresponding to (3.6)

involves terms as follows,

                           '
                           e-Xit (b, cos Z,t-b2 sin Z2t). (3. 9)

From (3. 4)

                 z, =-,r,, z, =-5V¢Z,`,Z2,le2Lfi .=i,2,3,.......

Obviously equation (3.9) takes a form of damped oscil!ations with their attenuation

constant "2i", phase constant "12" and their amplitude 2i/bl+bS, as plotted in Fig. 3. !.

Therefore the current and voltage

along the vertical condudror are

                                 l Nxx,xN ,made up of superpositions of

damped oscillated waves with
g.l'

;,r/'

,e

,,` gP:h
,:.:e$xipXon,･.Sglng,k･re1.g,alvl:fi'i-I.[[i{-fi--:{,':.L;z<' NNNXNs----N-e.-t'1...k-.--..

                                          ･1 iamplitude,･whose numbers are : L; J---'-1-'-
infinite. Owing to 'this fact, so- "i ..-"                                                      -t'-called "Ripples" exist between /"
                                                -t
the wave front and the steady /"
state.

                '

g2. Details of "Ripples"

   Equations (3.6) and (3.8)

illustrate that the current and

potential are oscillatory with the

same oscillation period, because

imaginary roots in various values

of s are the same in these equa-

tion. Thus in present report,

we will discuss the oscillations of
                                                  Fig. 3.1
the current to the ground. -
                                                                     '   At first, we get by substituting (3. 5) in equation (3. 7),

                               SeP'(So) = -rk ,

and
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     s±nP'(s±n) = ±Xl2¢."leVf,2 -¢Zf,21le2

       × [{ lb (¢n) ' Yi(¢nle) -A(¢nle) ' Yo (¢n) } H le-'{ .Ib (¢nle) ' Yi(¢n) -1!(¢n) ' Yo (¢nle) }] ･

    For values of ¢n which satisfy the relatipnship

                                  ¢Z,a,:le2>f?, (3. io)

there will be different type oscillations corresponding to each values of ¢n, By some

calculations we shall find next relationships in equation (3.9),

                                    - 2a
                 bi= O , b2'"= zlk¢nAG/--N'

                 Zi == ft, 22,n= -> ,/--N, '

                 N - .:i9 ff.¢a,a,ik2 ,

                M= {k(¢n)'Yi(¢nle)--A(¢nle)'Yo(¢n)}

                       '" le-'{ lb(¢nle)' Yi(¢n) -J!(¢n) ' Yo (¢nk> } ,

and equation (3.9) will be reduced to the form

                             -2X b2,n e-Ait sin a2,nt .
                                 n
The oscillation periods T2 and the time constant Ti are

                                      1 21
                                 Ti=-ai= -F'

                                      2n
                               T2,n = A2,n'

On the contrary, for values of ¢n which satisfy

                                  fF2-¢:,",jle2,

wave forms will become exponential, and equation (3. 12) is verified

                             Z bo,n (ePi,nt-eP2,nt) .

                             n
in which

                                         2a
                               bo,n =
                                     zlle¢Mv'Nr '

                                       pt i/N
                               Pi,n ="-2Tt+ 2 '

                                     ' r ,/IK7'

      . P2,n= -21 -- 2''
For the value of so= -r/l, a wave form will be represented by (bo,oeSot),

                                  bo,o = Hl/rh .

to be

where

(3. 11)

(3. 12)

(3. 13)

(3. 14)

(3. 15)
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    Equation (3.6) illustrates the oscillatory curve between the wave front and steady

state, because the curves given by (3.12) become inharmonious with time passage. This

fact can be understood by considering that the reflection ceethcient takes a complicated

form of when s is not large9).

    The oscillatory curves, which are given by (3. 12), and the exponential curves, which

are represented by (3.14), will become smaller and smaller with the passage of time,

and they are died out at steady state. Thus the lightning current to the ground will

reach to (±A/rk) at steady state. '
                                    Conclusion

    We have established the general equations for the traveling wave along the vertical

conductor by consideration of the capacitance change of the vertical conductor which Was

ignored all this while.

    And by solving these equations, we have clarified and explained many facts which

could not be known with regard to distortion and attenuation of the lightning wave.
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